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A B S T R A C T

The results of routine patient assessments in psychiatric healthcare in the Northern Netherlands are primarily used to support clinicians. We developed Wegweis, a web-based advice platform, to make this data accessible and understandable for patients.

Objective: We show that a fully automated explanation and interpretation of assessment results for schizophrenia patients, which prioritizes the information in the same way that a clinician would, is possible and is considered helpful and relevant by patients. The goal is not to replace the clinician but rather to function as a second perspective and to enable patient empowerment through knowledge.

Methods: We have developed and implemented an ontology-based approach for selecting and ranking information for schizophrenia patients based on their routine assessment results. Our approach ranks information by severity of associated schizophrenia-related problems and uses an ontology to decouple problems from advice, which adds robustness to the system, because advice can be inferred for problems that have no exact match.

Results: We created a problem ontology, validated by a group of experts, to combine and interpret the results of multiple schizophrenia-specific questionnaires. We designed and implemented a novel ontology-based algorithm for ranking and selecting advice, based on questionnaire answers. We designed, implemented, and illustrated Wegweis, a proof of concept for our algorithm, and, to the best of our knowledge, the first fully automated interpretation of assessment results for patients suffering from schizophrenia. We evaluated the system vis-à-vis the opinions of clinicians and patients in two experiments. For the task of identifying important problems based on MANSAs questionnaires (the MANSAs is a satisfaction questionnaire commonly used in schizophrenia assessments), our system corresponds to the opinion of clinicians 94% of the time for the first three problems and 72% of the time, overall. Patients find two out of the first three advice topics selected by the system to be relevant and roughly half of the advice topics overall.

Conclusions: Our findings suggest that an approach that uses problem severities to identify important problems for a patient corresponds closely to the way a clinician thinks. Furthermore, after applying a severity threshold, the majority of advice units selected by the system are considered relevant by the patients. Our findings pave the way for the development of systems that facilitate patient-centered care for chronic illnesses by automating the sharing of assessment results between patient and clinician.

© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Schizophrenia is a mental disorder that affects approximately 1% of the population. The illness is characterized by psychoses, which are episodes involving a loss of contact with reality. The symptoms of the illness are caused by impaired processing of information in the brain in combination with gene–environment interactions [1].

Current schizophrenia treatment in the Northern Netherlands is centered around Routine Outcome Monitoring (ROM) to assess schizophrenia patients. In recent years, ROM has become increasingly important as part of a growing belief in the need for standardization in order to evaluate and improve patient care. A ROM assessment for a patient is conducted every 6 months or every year. These assessments involve physical fitness tests, as well as a number of questionnaires that assess psychiatric and psychosocial problems, satisfaction, and care needs. The ROM protocol makes use of several questionnaires such as the Health of
The results of a ROM assessment form the basis for a long-term treatment plan that is determined in a meeting between patient and clinician. These meetings take place roughly six weeks after an assessment. During the meeting, a treatment plan is formulated that is followed until the next assessment.

There is increasing concern that patients are not sufficiently engaged in these meetings, because they are not always adequately prepared to have a discussion. Patients have no direct access to the assessment results prior to the meeting and hear these results only through their clinician. This scenario creates an inequality, wherein the patient is highly dependent on the expertise of the clinician and cannot participate fully in medical decision making. In recent years, the ethics of such medical paternalism have been called into question [4].

To better prepare patients for meetings with their clinician, tools have recently been developed to support shared decision making [5,6], which is considered an ethical imperative [7]. Shared decision making is an approach in which patient and clinician are equal participants in deciding the treatment plan. Moreover, the approach emphasizes that patients should have access to the same information regarding their (mental) health as the clinician [8]. Shared decision making is widely in use and has proved clinically successful for most chronic illnesses.

So far, however, sharing healthcare information with the patient in a direct and unsupervised manner, as part of shared decision making, has not been applied in terms of schizophrenia patients. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, there has been no research on the automated conversion of assessment results into relevant information for schizophrenia patients. There are two main reasons for this. First, clinicians have traditionally subscribed to the belief that they need to protect their patients against potentially disturbing outcomes. Second, tools that facilitate shared decision making for schizophrenia patients require careful development because schizophrenia patients have special needs regarding the presentation of information, for example, via a simply structured and calm website using text for a low reading age [9], that is, using text without difficult words.

The main contribution of this paper is to show that a fully automated explanation and interpretation of ROM assessment results for schizophrenia patients that prioritizes the information in the same way that a clinician would be possible and is considered helpful and relevant by patients. This work forms an important step towards implementing shared decision making as part of the standardized approach in schizophrenia treatment.

In this paper we will present, evaluate, and explain our web application called Wegweis, which can perform an automated explanation and interpretation of ROM assessment results. Wegweis was designed in iterations using feedback from patients and in cooperation with clinicians from all four mental health institutions in the Northern Netherlands (GGZ Drenthe, GGZ Friesland, Lentis, and UCP). Wegweis supports shared decision making by providing patients with their assessment results and an interpretation thereof in the form of personalized advice.

Since not every patient is eager to be confronted with the problems of their illness, Wegweis offers solution-oriented information. In order to make the website attractive for patients, the information is presented in the form of advice, personalized suggestions, helpful tips, and information. The advice consists of information derived from evidence-based research (e.g., the Dutch Multidisciplinary Guideline for Schizophrenia), clinical expertise, and patient experiences. For example, the contents of the advice units range from recommending nearby fitness centers and patient organizations, to providing information about medication side effects and locally available cognitive behavioral therapy modules.

To the best of our knowledge, Wegweis is the first web application that is able to rank information as experienced clinicians do and in a way that is considered helpful by schizophrenia patients, as we will show in this paper. In it we will explain how we designed and implemented an ontology-based approach to reasoning over background knowledge and to determining the applicability and specificity of relevant information for a patient. Ranking information simplifies navigation for a patient, since the most relevant information is likely to be on the first few pages of the results.

With the availability of Wegweis as a web application, patients can access its information at any time, and without pressure or supervision. Patients should be given access to Wegweis prior to meeting with their clinician. Wegweis encourages patients to bring their own point of view to the discussion, thereby making patient and clinician equal participants in deciding the treatment plan.

The rest of the paper is organized in the following way: Section 2 gives an overview of related work; Section 3 explains the system design of Wegweis; Section 4 explains the user interface; Section 5 details the problem ontology; and Section 6 presents the algorithm for selecting and ranking advice for a patient. We evaluate the system in two experiments reported in Section 7, discuss the results in Section 8, and present some conclusions in Section 9.

2. Related work

There are numerous examples of ontology-based applications in healthcare. For example, ontologies are used in the middleware of pervasive health systems for monitoring patients and managing alerts [10] and for generating clinical reminders for clinicians [11]. Another example is TriaIX, a web application that uses its own ontology to interpret and evaluate data stored in personal health records in order to match patients to clinical trials [12]. More closely related, SEMPER is an interactive web-based platform that assists patients to self-manage work-related disorders and alcoholism, and uses ontologies for query expansion in text mining in documents [13]. Kuriyama and colleagues [14] developed an application for mobile devices for collecting and sending lifestyle data that are used to display health advice in a web application. They use an ontology to suggest exercises based on the goals of the patient.

In relation to other ontology-based applications in healthcare, our application (Wegweis) is novel because it is the first application that shows information originally intended for clinicians (assessment results) to schizophrenia patients, and uses an ontology to automate the translation from results to information. This automated translation is an important step in implementing one of the core requirements of shared decision making, the sharing of medical information, at low operational costs.

While patient-supporting web applications are already in use for mental illnesses such as anxiety, depression, and addiction [15], for schizophrenia and other severe mental illnesses, less has been achieved thus far [16–18].

In Finland, Välimäki and colleagues [18] have developed the MielNi.net portal, a patient-centered computer-based support system for patients with schizophrenia spectrum psychoses. It aims to support self-management by offering (i) information on treatment, support, and rights; (ii) a channel for peer support; (iii) a tool for counseling; and (iv) interaction with clinicians by means of a question-and-answer column. A prototype was developed and has been evaluated by patients and healthcare staff. Both nurses and patients were able to work with the system [18–20]. Patients were able to access services and find relevant information [19], and they report their satisfaction with the system [21].

In the Netherlands, two recent initiatives have been launched aimed at enabling empowerment of schizophrenia patients. The first is “Eigen regie bij schizofrenie” (translation: personal control
over schizophrenia), a website to support patients in their self-management [22]. It offers tools for scheduling appointments, checking medication, viewing the treatment plan, sharing experiences, and requesting services. Clinicians can use the website to monitor the condition of patients and detect problems early. The second is SamenKeuzesMaken.nl (translation: making decisions together), a website that is modeled after a program of Deegan and colleagues [23] that implements the concept of shared decision making [24]. It offers information about recovery, videos portraying experienced patients, a questionnaire in preparation for meeting the clinician, and links to informational websites. We note that there is no true sharing of information here, since the patient fills out a separate questionnaire on the website and does not gain access to the assessment results that his/her clinician has.

While there are other web applications for schizophrenia patients that support shared decision making, they do not support the direct sharing of assessment information. With Wegweis, a direct translation becomes possible through applying ontological reasoning, as we will explain in this paper. Wegweis can rank and personalize information for individual patients. This functionality can also be abstracted and applied to existing self-management websites in order to make them more personalized and easier to use for patients.

3. Wegweis system design

To facilitate its main functionality of generating and showing advice to patients, Wegweis retrieves information from external services and has an interface for experts to manage the advice.

Retrieving information from external services is illustrated in Fig. 1. This figure shows how Wegweis retrieves patient information and ROM data from Roqua, an online questionnaire manager used by mental health institutions in the Northern Netherlands [25]. Roqua is used by clinicians and interfaces with electronic health records at mental health institutions. Thus, Wegweis interfaces only indirectly with the electronic health records. Roqua interfaces with the EHRs using HL7, a communications standard used in healthcare applications [26]. The communication between Roqua and Wegweis uses JSON [27] over HTTPS.

Fig. 1 also shows that patients can view their advice, and that experts can manage the advice units. Patients view advice based on an advice selection and ranking process that uses questionnaire answers, patient information, and a problem ontology. We note that all domain knowledge is isolated in the problem ontology, so the approach used by Wegweis is not necessarily schizophrenia-specific. Wegweis has an interface for experts to manage the advice units. The advice units that we used for our experiments (Section 7) were written with an emphasis on keeping the text simple and to the point, and were validated by psychiatrists, psychologists, and patients. The user interface for managing advice units is described in the next section.

Before patients can view their advice, they need to have an account with Wegweis. We created a plug-in for Roqua that allows clinicians to send patients an invitation for Wegweis. Sending an invitation also sends a request to Wegweis to create an account for the patient, and allows Wegweis to retrieve ROM data and patient information for that patient through Roqua. After the invitation is sent, the patient decides whether or not to respond to the invitation. The invitation e-mail links to an account-creation page in Wegweis that is authorized to create an account linked to the information of that particular patient. On the account-creation page, the patient can optionally provide Wegweis with the names of his/her psychiatrist and case manager, which are used to personalize the advice texts. Once the account has been created, the patient is instructed to click on “My Advice” which will immediately show the advice that our system has selected, based on the assessment results. In this paper we explain how our system selects and ranks advice for patients.

4. Wegweis user interface

Schizophrenia patients have specific needs regarding the content, structure, and layout of a website [9]. They frequently have cognitive problems, such as concentration problems, as a result

Fig. 1. Flow of information for selecting and ranking advice in Wegweis.
of the illness and side effects of medication. Rotondi and colleagues[28] showed that for people with severe mental illnesses, best practices are to keep the navigation simple, to keep words and phrases simple, to avoid having too much text on one page, and to refrain from using flashing or otherwise distracting elements.

We designed and implemented a way to display advice that respects these limitations. Fig. 2 shows part of the “My Advice” page, listing the first page of advice for a patient. This page originally contained Dutch text; shown here is a translation. The advice on the page is divided into three sections. We call these sections advice units. Each advice unit has a title, in bold, that represents the problem area (e.g., “Is school or work not going so well?”) and two or three solutions, shown in the gray boxes. Note that these solutions are just single lines of text. By clicking these lines, interested readers can open up more information. These expanded contents can again contain collapsed elements. Thus, we gradually show more information to the patient by revealing small chunks of text at a time. This interface was found to be usable by most schizophrenia patients in our usability study[29].

Wegweis employs aspects of personalization to appeal to patients. Personalization in web applications can be defined as any action that tailors the web experience to a particular user or set of users[30]. Wegweis implements two levels of personalization in the process of generating advice for patients. First, the selection of advice units and the order in which they are presented depends on the ROM data of a patient, and is therefore personalized. This process of selecting and ranking advice units is part of the main contribution of this paper, and is explained and evaluated in Sections 6 and 7. Second, the contents of the advice units can be made to appear more personal by including certain variables. These variables are evaluated at run-time in the context of the patient. For example, when we use the variable case_manager or psychiatrist in the advice contents, the patients will see the actual name of their practitioner instead. This second level of personalization is implemented by simply locating all occurrences of variables and replacing them with the corresponding information from patient profiles.

While the interface for managing advice units in Wegweis (shown in Fig. 3) is based on an existing CMS framework called BrowserCMS[31], we implemented additional functionality to facilitate writing advice units. Fig. 3 shows how the problems that are associated with an advice unit (i.e., the problems that can trigger an advice unit) are selected from a tree view. The advice contents are written in the Liquid templating language[32]. We chose a lightweight templating language, since it allows people without a technical background to easily create HTML content. We extended the Liquid syntax to allow for customized variables (case_manager and psychiatrist) and scopes (collapsed text, tips, warnings, quotes, and notes). The advice units can embed audio clips, video fragments, as well as other advice units (e.g., when reusing common texts). We also added a live preview with syntax checking for the advice contents, to avoid common errors. Advice units can be added on-the-fly and changes propagated immediately. The advice pages load without noticeable delay, because intermediate stages of the advice unit selection process are cached and embedded content is loaded asynchronously. The implementational details of the staged caching process fall outside of the scope of this paper.

5. Problem ontology

The advice ranking and selection process in Wegweis is based on questionnaire items (i.e., the questions of a questionnaire), which are handled individually. This individual treatment contrasts with the common interpretation of schizophrenia questionnaires. Commonly, schizophrenia questionnaires are interpreted through mean or summation scores of multiple items[2,3]. We chose to handle
each item individually to keep information loss at a minimum, on the assumption that each item identifies a distinct problem. Hence, we use the terms “questionnaire item” and “problem” interchangeably.

Our approach for the individual treatment of questionnaire items involves (i) identifying a schizophrenia-related problem for each item and (ii) interpreting the answer as a measurement of the severity of that problem for a patient. This two-step process transforms a filled-out questionnaire into a list of problems and severities. The second step in this process (i.e., interpreting a questionnaire answer as a problem severity) is detailed in the next section, where we show how the list of problems and severities selects and ranks the advice units for patients. The first step (i.e., associating questionnaire items with schizophrenia-related problems) and the problem ontology used therein are explained in the remainder of this section.

Recognizing questionnaire items as individual problems creates 97 problem variables for the four questionnaires that we consider (16 for MANSAP [3], 12 for HoNOS [2], 24 for CANSAS-P [33], and 45 for OQ-45 [34]), some of which we found to be very similar. For example, item 11 of the OQ-45 questionnaire is associated with the problem called AlcoholAbuse, while item 3 of the HoNOS questionnaire is associated with the problem called AlcoholOrDrugAbuse. Since these two problems are semantically similar, it is likely that an advice unit that applies to one of them also applies to the other. Associating an advice unit with problems would be tedious if we had to determine applicability for all problems of all questionnaires manually.

In order to take advantage of the similarities that exist among the problems identified, we created a problem ontology, which imposes a hierarchy on the problems and allows us to identify groups of problems with similar semantics. In contrast to the traditional approach of interpreting schizophrenia-related questionnaires (which considers the summation of the severities of a group of related questionnaire items), our approach considers the maximum severity. Thus, in our approach, any individual problem that is severe enough can trigger advice. Hence, we can tailor the advice for a patient, based on individual problems.

The problem ontology decouples the questionnaire items from the advice units and thereby simplifies the process of associating an advice unit with problems. The decoupling is due to the fact that we associate questionnaire items and advice units with problem concepts rather than with each other. The simplification in advice unit association is due to the knowledge stored in the ontology that allows us to associate an advice unit with those problems that represent groups of semantically similar problems, rather than having to determine all applicable problems manually.

In our ontology, the schizophrenia-related problems are the only concepts and their hierarchy is the only relationship. This relationship, called the is a relationship, is a partial order (i.e., reflexive, antisymmetric, and transitive) that denotes specificity. Essentially, the inferred relationships form a tree with root node Problems that branches out into increasingly specific problems. Thus, every child node is a more specific problem concept of its parent node. For example, in our ontology, the node Fatigue has the following ancestors (listed in reverse hierarchical order): NegativeSymptoms, PsychoticProblems, PsychicProblems, and Problems. From the properties of our ontology, we deduce that the applicable advice for an active problem concept (i.e., a problem affecting the patient) consists of the advice associated with the problem concept or with any of its ancestors.

In our approach, the ontology is traversed in reverse hierarchical order to find advice in cases where an active problem concept is not associated with any advice units. This process is illustrated in Fig. 4. This figure shows part of the ontology as a tree with problem concepts as nodes and the is a relationship as edges. Furthermore, in this figure, nodes with a black background are associated with advice units, nodes with a gray background are active nodes (i.e., associated with a questionnaire item that was answered above a certain threshold), and nodes with a white background are inactive and can be ignored. We make no distinction between leaf nodes and other nodes, i.e., any node can be associated with advice units, with questionnaire items, or with both. The arrows in Fig. 4 indicate the paths from active nodes to their first ancestor that is associated with advice and show how advice for certain questionnaire problems is found higher up in the ontology. For example, advice that is associated with the School or work problems node will be triggered with the maximum problem severity of the questionnaire items associated with the Not satisfied with school or work and Missing school nodes. We cover the algorithm for selecting and ranking advice units in more detail in the next section.

We opted to create a new ontology rather than using an existing ontology, because we found that existing ontologies did not cover some of the problem concepts that we identified. Our idea was that the problem ontology should represent the full spectrum of problems that can affect a schizophrenia patient. The recommended approach for using ontologies in healthcare applications is to use an existing medical ontology such as SNOMED-CT [35]. However, we...
found that existing medical ontologies have no equivalent for some of the identified problem concepts. This is because some of the identified problem concepts are not medical in nature or not associated with the patient. For example, item 2 of the MANSA questionnaire asks whether the patient is satisfied with his/her residence, which in our ontology is associated with the NotSatisfiedWithResidence problem concept. This concept has no equivalent in existing medical ontologies, since the problem is not medical in nature and (arguably) not associated with the patient but with his/her residence.

The primary argument for using an existing ontology is to facilitate interoperability (i.e., exchanging data with other systems), which can still be achieved with our approach. In our case, interoperability would refer to the importing and exporting of patient summaries. With our custom ontology, we can still achieve interoperability by associating (a subset of) the problem concepts with a standardized ontology, such as SNOMED-CT, in an ontology mapping. With such an ontology mapping, we can use the same algorithms that we designed for finding the most relevant advice to find the most relevant concepts that exist in a standardized ontology, thus allowing for interoperability with other systems that use the same ontology.

We constructed the problem ontology for Wegweis with the help of a psychiatrist and a psychologist. These professionals identified relationships among problem concepts and indicated groups of problems, to which the same advice would apply. We incorporated their assessments into the structure of the problem ontology. This ontology (including the associations with advice units and questionnaire items) was validated by ROM experts and clinicians. They stated that they had studied the ontology and did not find any abnormalities. Furthermore, they noted that the reasoning applied in the hierarchy was sound and made intuitive sense.

We implemented the problem ontology using Protegé [36] in OWL, the Web Ontology Language [37]. Expressed in OWL terminology, the problem concepts are Classes and the relationships are defined using SubClassOf axioms. The inferred hierarchical structure of the ontology is the result of running the Hermit 1.2.2 Reasoner on the ontology in Protegé. The inferred ontology is exported to an OWL file that is parsed by Wegweis. In addition to the problem concepts and their hierarchy, the ontology also stores the associations between questionnaire items and problem concepts, but it does not store the associations between advice units and problem concepts. Our reasoning for this design is that both the problem concepts and the questionnaire items make sense to domain experts (i.e., they make sense outside the context of Wegweis), while advice units are objects specific to Wegweis. The associations between advice units and ontology concepts are stored in the database of Wegweis. Wegweis identifies ontology concepts by their name and continuously monitors the OWL files to avoid inconsistencies. For example, if a problem concept was removed from the problem ontology, then any advice unit associated with this problem concept should be updated to reflect that it can no longer be activated by said problem concept. In contrast, the associations between questionnaire items and ontology concepts are part of the ontology and are modeled in OWL as AnnotationAssertion axioms with questionnaire items represented as Literals (e.g., Mansa_1.HoNOS_5). Our ontology is available online [38].

6. Selecting and ranking advice

Since having too much text on one page can overwhelm the patient [9], Wegweis shows only three advice units per page. Therefore, the order in which these advice units are listed is important. We let the order of advice units be determined by the inferred severity of the problems associated with them. We use no exclusion criteria for advice, since we consider leaving out key advice more harmful than giving too much advice. In our experiments, we assessed the validity of our approach (see Section 7). We first introduced the algorithms for implementing our approach in [39], without an evaluation. Everything about these algorithms, including the design, terminology, and implementation, was done by us.

6.1. An algorithmic overview

Fig. 5 gives an overview of our approach for transforming the answers of a patient for a certain questionnaire into a sorted list of advice units. The problem severities shown in the overview are the result of a preprocessing step in which the raw questionnaire answers are normalized. Thus, after the preprocessing step, we have the problem severities for the problem concepts that are associated with the questionnaire items of the filled-out questionnaire. For these problem concepts and for all their ancestors in the ontology, we calculate a similar metric that we call the activation strength, which combines problem severity with specificity, as we will explain in this section. Finally, we convert a list of problem concepts and their activation strengths into a list of advice units and their priorities. We define the priority of an advice unit as the maximum activation strength of the problems that are associated with the advice unit. The result is a list of applicable advice units and their priorities. These priorities are then used to sort the applicable advice, and this sorted list of advice units then forms the contents of the “My Advice” pages such as the one shown in Fig. 2. The remainder of this section describes the above steps in more detail, with the help of pseudocode and a sample run case.

In the preprocessing step of our approach, we convert questionnaire answers into problem severities. We define the term problem severity to denote the normalized questionnaire answer such that 0 and 1 denote the least and most severe answer option, respectively, and values for intermediate strata follow from linear interpolation at equidistant intervals. For example, most items of the MANSA questionnaire are rated on a seven-point satisfaction scale, from 1 = “Couldn’t be worse” to 7 = “Couldn’t be better”. Thus, the problem severity corresponding to answer 7 is 1, since it denotes the most severe condition, and analogously the problem severity corresponding to answer 7 is 0. Likewise, an item answered with 2 = “Displeased” translates to a problem severity of ≈0.833. Translating questionnaire answers into problem severities in this way is possible because we found that the schizophrenia questionnaires that we considered had the same structure. In this structure, the questionnaire items relate to some problem or condition, and the answers are an indication of how much the problem affects the patient and are expressed on a rating scale with a certain number of strata. These linear rating scales allow for a straightforward normalization to unit range.

The core of our approach, shown in Fig. 5, is our advice unit priority algorithm, a two-step process that converts problem severities into advice unit priorities. As we explained earlier, the problem severities map problems (associated with questionnaire items) to severities (the normalized questionnaire answers). Our algorithm consists of two steps: (i) calculating the activation strengths and (ii) using the activation strengths to calculate the advice unit priorities. We will describe these steps next.

6.2. Calculating the activation strengths

In the first step of our advice unit priority algorithm, we convert problem severities into activation strengths. We define activation strengths as (level, severity) tuples that are ordered lexicographically by highest level first and by highest severity second. For
example, the following list of activation strengths appears sorted in order: \((0, 0.33), (-1, 0.83), (-1, 0.44)\). The activation strength for a problem \(p\) is calculated as the maximum augmented activation strength of \(p\) and its descendents, where the augmentation for a descendant \(q\) of \(p\) consists of decreasing the specificity for every advice unit that applies to \(q\) but not to \(p\). For example, imagine that we want to calculate the activation strength of the School or work problems node in Fig. 4, with the following nodes being active: Missing school with problem severity 0.25, Not satisfied with school or work with problem severity 0.50, and Too much school or work with problem severity 0.75. Now, the activation strengths of these nodes from the point of view of the School or work problems node are \((0, 0.25)\) for Missing school, \((0, 0.50)\) for Not satisfied with school or work, and \((-1, 0.75)\) for Too much school or work. The Too much school or work node has a lower level, since there is an advice unit (associated with the School or work stress node) that applies to the Too much school or work node but not to the School or work problems node. Thus, the activation strength of the School or work problems node is \((0, 0.50)\), which is the maximum augmented activation strength of itself and its descendents, since the tuples are ordered lexicographically by highest level first and by highest severity second.

A description in pseudocode for this step is the GetProblemActivationStrengths algorithm shown in Fig. 6. This algorithm starts by initializing \(P\) to be the set of all problem concepts in the ontology and \(T\) to be a mapping of problems to activation strengths, which are initialized as tuples of problem severities with level 0 for the nodes associated with active questionnaire items. In the algorithm, \(T\) and \(A\) hold intermediate results, while \(B\) is eventually returned. The outer loop traverses over all nodes in \(P\) by selecting the leaf nodes of \(P\) in every iteration and removing them from \(P\) afterwards.

**Algorithm 1:** GetProblemActivationStrengths\((V)\)

**Input:** associative array \(V\) mapping problems to problem severities (floats).

**Data:** ontology functions all.problems and descendants.

**Output:** associative array mapping problems to \(\langle\text{level, severity}\rangle\) tuples, for all triggered problems.

\[
P \leftarrow \text{all.problems}() \\
B \leftarrow \text{empty associative array} \\
T \leftarrow \text{empty associative array} \\
A \leftarrow \text{empty associative array} \\
\text{for each problem } p \in V.\text{keys} \\
\quad \text{do } T[p] \leftarrow \langle 0, V[p]\rangle \\
\text{while } P \text{ is not empty} \\
\quad \text{do } \begin{align*}
N & \leftarrow \text{GetLeafNodes}(P) \\
\text{for each problem } p \in N & \\
\quad \text{do } \begin{align*}
T[p] & \leftarrow \langle 0, V[p]\rangle \\
f & \leftarrow P[p] \\
B & \leftarrow \text{initializing B[p]} \\
\text{while } f \text{ is not empty} & \\
\quad \text{do } \begin{align*}
T & \leftarrow \text{max}(T[p], T[q]) \\
f & \leftarrow f - \text{children}(f)
\end{align*} \\
B & \leftarrow \text{max}(B[p], B[q]) \\
\text{remove } f \text{ from } P & \\
\text{end while} & \\
\text{end do} & \\
\text{end for} & \\
\end{align*}
\text{end do} & \\
\text{return } \langle B\rangle & \\
\end{align*}
\]

**Fig. 6.** The GetProblemActivationStrengths algorithm.
Algorithm 2: GetLeafNodes($P$)

Input: set of problems $P$.
Data: ontology function $\text{descendants}$.
Output: the subset of problems that are relative leaf nodes.

$L \leftarrow$ empty set
for each problem $p \in P$
  do { if $(\text{descendants}(p) \cap P)$ is empty
  then add $p$ to $L$
} return $(L)$

Fig. 7. The GetLeafNodes algorithm.

In the inner loop, $T[p]$ is set to the maximum $T$ value of $p$ and its descendants, and if this value is not null, then it is copied to $B[p]$. When all leaf nodes in an iteration have been considered, $T$ and $A$ are updated to account for advice given in the iteration.

The algorithm makes use of the GetLeafNodes function, which is shown in Fig. 7. This function returns the subset of relative leaf nodes within a given set of nodes $P$. The relative leaf nodes are the nodes that have no descendant nodes that are in the set $P$. This definition has a straightforward description in pseudocode. In the pseudocode, the algorithm iterates over all problems in $P$ and returns those problems whose sets of descendant, according to the ontology, have no elements in common with $P$.

After each iteration of the outer loop body of GetProblemActiviationStrengths, the levels of the activation strengths are updated by the UpdateProblemLevels algorithm. In the pseudocode of UpdateProblemLevels in Fig. 8, the algorithm first sets $U$ to be the set of all advice units that are associated with active nodes in $N$. Then, for each advice unit, the algorithm tries to decrease the level of all problems that the advice unit applies to (i.e., all problems that are associated with the advice unit and all descendants of those problems). Some bookkeeping is done in $A$ to ensure that one advice unit does not decrease the level of a node more than once (which could occur over the span of multiple iterations).

6.3. Calculating the advice unit priorities

In the second step of our advice unit priority algorithm, we convert activation strengths into advice unit priorities. The advice unit priorities map advice units to (level, severity) tuples which, like the activation strengths, are ordered lexicographically by highest level first and by highest severity second. In fact, we define the priority of an advice unit as the maximum activation strength of the problems that are associated with the advice unit. The algorithm GetAdviceUnitPriorities, shown in Fig. 9, shows a straightforward description of this definition and returns a mapping of advice units to priorities. These advice units are all the applicable advice units for the patient, based on the questionnaire answers provided, and the priorities are used to order the advice units.

From the algorithms used for our advice unit priority algorithm, we deduce that our approach ranks specific advice before generic advice and aims to diversify the top results (i.e., not letting the three advice units on the first page of advice all correspond to the same problem). For every advice unit associated with a problem in $N$, the UpdateProblemLevels algorithm decreases the level of the activation strengths of all problems that the advice unit applies to. Decreasing the levels of the activation strengths causes the affected problem nodes to have lower activation strengths for triggering advice in later iterations. We assume that the advice selected in later iterations is more generic, since it is associated with problem nodes that are more generic (because we traverse leaf nodes first, and leaf nodes are the most specific nodes according to the hierarchy of the ontology). Thus, by lowering the activation strengths of selected nodes after each iteration, our approach awards the highest rank to the most specific advice for a problem. Moreover, any advice triggered by the same problem in a later iteration is ranked lower than all specific advice (i.e., advice units triggered with an activation strength with level 0), regardless of severity.

Thus far, we assumed that there was one single filled-out questionnaire; however, our approach also works for multiple filled-out questionnaires. The only additional complication is that there now is a possibility that items of different questionnaires point to the same problem concept in the ontology. If this is the case, we take...
the (normalized) average of those answers as the problem severity for that problem.

6.4. An example run

We will now illustrate the operation of the pseudocode of our advice unit priority algorithm by calculating advice priorities in an example scenario, shown in Fig. 10. This figure shows a subset of the nodes from Fig. 4, with the addition of an advice unit associated with the School or work stress node. In Fig. 10, as in Fig. 4, nodes with a black background are associated with advice units, nodes with a gray background are active nodes (i.e., associated with a questionnaire item that was answered above a certain threshold), and nodes with a white background are inactive and can be ignored. In this sample run, we will refer to the three nodes in Fig. 10 as α, β, and γ. Each of these nodes is associated with an item of the OQ-45 questionnaire, but only two nodes are considered active. We consider nodes as active only if they have a problem severity above a certain threshold (here we used 0.5). We will explain our motivation for using this particular threshold in more detail in the next section. For now, it is sufficient to know that we consider nodes α and γ (with problem severities 0.67 and 0.75, respectively) as active and node β as inactive. Furthermore, note that node α is the only node associated with an advice unit (φ: “Talk to case manager”).

The function GetProblemActivationStrengths (from Fig. 6) is called with \( V = \{ \alpha = 0.67, \gamma = 0.75 \} \). The node β is not included in \( V \) because it is not considered active. The variable \( P \) is initialized to \( P = \{ \alpha, \beta, \gamma \} \) because it is simply a list of all nodes in the ontology. The variables \( B, T, A \) are initialized to empty associative arrays.

In the first iteration of the while-loop, we find as leaf nodes \( N = \{ \beta, \gamma \} \). Since neither of these nodes has descendants, \( T \) remains unchanged in the first inner loop. \( B \) becomes \( \{ \gamma = 0.75 \} \). Note that β is not included in \( B \) because β was not included in \( V \). Variables \( T \) and \( A \) remain unchanged after the call to UpdateProblemLevels.

In the second iteration of the while-loop in GetProblemActivationStrengths, by having removed \( \beta \) and \( \gamma \) from \( P \), we now find \( N = \{ \alpha \} \), and \( T \) becomes \( \{ \alpha = 0.75, \gamma = 0.75 \} \). Since \( \gamma \) is a descendant of \( \alpha \), these are also the values returned by \( B \). After the second iteration, UpdateProblemLevels sets \( A \) to \( \{ \alpha = \varphi, \gamma = \varphi \} \) and \( T \) to \( \{ \alpha = -(1 - 0.75), \gamma = -(1 - 0.75) \} \), signifying that an advice unit \( \varphi \) was given that applies to these problems. These values for \( T \) would normally be used in future iterations; however, in this example, there are no future iterations, since there are no nodes left in \( P \).

The second step in our approach in Fig. 5 is to call the function GetAdviceUnitPriorities (from Fig. 9) with \( B = \{ \alpha = 0.75, \gamma = 0.75 \} \). Since the only node associated with an advice unit in our example is node \( \alpha \), and since this node is included in \( B \), we find that this results in \( R = \{ \varphi = 0.75 \} \).

Thus, for this sample scenario we find that the list of selected advice units consists of a single advice unit \( \varphi \) triggered with priority \(< 0, 0.75 \). The level 0 signifies that the advice unit is the most specific advice unit for a certain problem (School or work stress, i.e., node \( \alpha \), for which the strength is calculated as the maximum of it and its descendants that are not covered by a more specific advice unit) and that it should be sorted by severity among other level 0 advice units, that is, before any advice units triggered with level \(-1 \) or lower. In the next section, we will validate and test our approach against the opinions of clinicians and patients.

### 7. Experiments and results

We will evaluate the utility of our system in two experiments, both based on results of the MANSA questionnaire [3]. The first experiment compares the identification of important problems vis-à-vis the opinions of physicians, and the second experiment compares the selection of relevant advice topics vis-à-vis the opinions of patients. For our first experiment, given a set of filled-out questionnaires, we tested how closely our method which is based on problem severities corresponds, in terms of identifying important problems, to the opinions of clinicians who give patients advice on a day-to-day basis. The goal is to determine whether clinicians are primarily steered by the type of problem (i.e., some problems are considered more important than others) or by the severity of the problem, our system being based on the latter assumption. For our second experiment, we measure the effects of using a severity threshold to truncate the list of advice units for a patient by letting patients evaluate the perceived relevance of selected advice topics. Additionally, this experiment allows us to draw conclusions about whether the system is considered helpful and relevant by the patients. We chose to use the MANSA questionnaire for our experiments because: (i)

```
Algorithm 4: GetAdviceUnitPriorities(B)
Input: associative array \( B \) mapping problems to \( \{\text{level, severity}\} \) tuples (i.e., GetProblemActivationStrengths()).
Data: function advice.associated.with.
Output: associative array mapping advice units to \( \{\text{level, severity}\} \) tuples.
\( R \leftarrow \) empty associative array
for each problem \( p \in B\).keys
    do (for each advice unit \( a \in \text{advice.associated.with}(p) \)
        do \( R[a] \leftarrow \max(R[a], B[p]) \)
    return \( R \)
```

Fig. 9. The GetAdviceUnitPriorities algorithm.

<Fig. 10. An example scenario with three nodes.>
it is part of the standard ROM protocol; (ii) it is a relatively short questionnaire, yet it identifies a variety of problems; and (iii) it can be filled out by the patients themselves. In the following section, we will introduce some concepts common to both experiments.

7.1. Evaluation measurements

In the evaluation of the results of our experiments, we used measurements of precision, recall, and their harmonic mean (also called the $F$-measure). In both experiments, for each filled-out questionnaire, we compared two selections, one made by the system and one made by the expert. We established the selection made by the expert as a ground truth, allowing the relevance of the selection made by the system to be expressed in terms of precision, recall, and harmonic mean. The precision is the fraction of items selected by the system that are also selected by the expert, while recall is the fraction of items selected by the expert that are also selected by the system. We applied these measurements in both experiments, but we applied them to different concepts. The selections made by the system and experts consist of items (called “topics” in the formulas below), which are problem areas for our first experiment and advice units for our second experiment. Likewise, the term “expert” refers to the clinicians for our first experiment and to the patient for our second experiment. Furthermore, the selections are the topics considered most relevant.

We calculated the precision, recall, and harmonic mean using a cut-off to consider only the first $n$ topics ($n = 1, 2, 3$). The first three topics form a good evaluation criterion for our experiments, since Wegweis shows only three advice units on the first page of advice for a patient. In the following definitions, let $T_n^S$ denote the set of the $n$ most relevant topics according to the expert, and let $T_n^A$ denote the set of the $n$ most relevant topics according to the system. We formulate $P_n$ (i.e., precision at $n$) as follows [40].

$$P_n = \frac{\{ t \in T_n^S \cap T_n^A \}}{\{ t \in T_n^A \}}$$

Here, $t$ denotes the number of topics. Thus, precision at $n$ is the fraction of the $n$ most relevant topics identified by the system that are also identified as relevant by the expert. Likewise, we define $R_n$ (i.e., recall at $n$) as follows [40].

$$R_n = \frac{\{ t \in T_n^S \cap T_n^A \}}{\{ t \in T_n^S \}}$$

Thus, recall is the fraction of the $n$ most relevant topics identified by the expert that are also identified as relevant by the system. Finally, we define $F_n$ (i.e., the harmonic mean of precision and recall at $n$) as follows.

$$F_n = 2 \cdot \frac{P_n \cdot R_n}{P_n + R_n}$$

In our experiments, we evaluated the effects of applying a severity threshold to limit the number of results returned. If we were to simply return all results, that is, marking as relevant every problem that did not have a perfect answer, the patient would be overwhelmed by the amount of advice and would receive a lot of advice for issues that he/she would not consider to be a problem (e.g., MANSA items answered with 6 = “Pleased”). Thus, since we base our relevance selection solely on problem severity, we needed to use a severity threshold to limit the amount of results returned. The MANSA questionnaire consists of 16 items, 4 of which are binary items (i.e., answered using “Yes” or “No”) and the other 12 are rated on a seven-point satisfaction scale (ranging from 1 = “Couldnt be worse” to 7 = “Couldnt be better”). Since the most complex answer type in the MANSA questionnaire is a seven-point rating scale, there are six possible thresholds. To find the best threshold, we evaluated these described measurements for all threshold values on our test set. The results listed “with thresholding” correspond to the optimal threshold value (which ignores answers in the 5–7 range).

In cases where there is no unique ordering (e.g., because multiple problems have the same severity), we take the average over all possible permutations that satisfy the criterion of being sorted according to severity. This guarantees that the ordering depends solely on severities, even when these are equal, without introducing an arbitrary bias.

7.2. Clinicians and problem severities

As our first experiment, we will test how a system based on problem severities corresponds to the opinion of clinicians, with respect to identifying important problems in the MANSA questionnaire. We executed this experiment twice, with different sets of samples, and the results presented in this section pertain to the two sets combined. In the first execution, we selected five samples (i.e., filled-out MANSA questionnaires) with several severe problems and asked five clinicians (2 psychiatrists and 3 nurse practitioners) to give a list of problem areas in descending order of importance, which they would discuss with the patient, for each sample. We then compared these 25 results to those of Wegweis. In the second execution, we repeated this experiment with 3 clinicians and 30 samples. Contrary to the first set of samples, this second set was chosen fully at random, that is, the samples did not necessarily have any severe problems. In point of fact, five of the samples in this set actually did not have any severe problems. The executions amounted to a total of 35 samples, which were evaluated by clinicians in 115 lists, which we then compared with the results of Wegweis. The samples that we used in this experiment were selected from a data set (which we acquired through Roqua) of MANSA questionnaires filled out by schizophrenia patients.

Five of the samples that we used in the second execution for this experiment did not include any severe problems and so were excluded from this test. The reason for this was that we cannot use samples without severe problems to prove or disprove our assumption that clinicians select severe problems. Moreover, with severity thresholding applied, our approach only gives results for a sample when it contains severe problems. From our data set of 2601 samples from 1379 patients, 291 samples (11.19%) had no severe problems. We simply accepted the fact that our approach did not apply to the 11.19% of schizophrenia patients who had no severe problems, which we justify by arguing that we do not need to give advice if there is no need for it.

An impression of the distribution of answers of schizophrenia patients for this questionnaire is given in Fig. 11. This figure shows 2601 filled-out MANSA questionnaires from 1379 schizophrenia patients in the Northern Netherlands as heat maps. A heat map is a two-dimensional plot in which the values of a variable are embedded through color intensities or gray levels. In Fig. 11, the gray level denotes the sample frequency, such that the average gray level of each row is the same, that is, dark squares denote popular choices. The figure shows three heat maps, one for each answer type of the MANSA. The severity of the responses increases from left to right, with the two smaller heat maps representing the yes/no and no/yest items. The bars give an indication of the spread of the answers for an item, and are placed at one standard deviation from the mean on either side. The nil column indicates missing or blank values, which are ignored. This figure shows that even though the questionnaire has only 16 questions, many distinct combinations of answers exist, and identifying the important problems is not a trivial task.

We established the ground truth in this experiment by averaging over the rankings given by the clinicians. For each sample, this resulted in a single ordered list of problem areas. However, these lists could include outliers (e.g., topics that were selected by
only one clinician) that should be discarded. For this purpose, we restricted the maximum length of the list of topics selected by the clinicians to the number of severe problems in the sample. Our reason for basing the cut-off on the number of severe problems is that we are interested in the problems that are considered relevant by clinicians in spite of other problems that are more severe. For example, if a sample indicates three severe problems, and we consider the first three problems selected by the clinicians as relevant, then any difference with the selection of the system is an indication of non-severe problems that clinicians consider more relevant than certain severe problems.

We compared the selections of the clinicians to the selections of the system with thresholding, and the result is shown in Table 1. This table shows measurements of precision, recall, and F-measure for n = 1, 2, 3. From Table 1 we note that with severity thresholding we retain perfect recall values for n = 1 and n = 2. Thus, we find that in our experiments, the two most important topics according to a clinician are always severe problems. Moreover, for the first three results, our approach based on problem severities complies with clinicians evaluations on average 94% of the time.

While Table 1 shows the similarity between system and clinicians for the first three results, for a comparison of the full selections (i.e., for n = ∞), we refer to Table 2. This table gives a breakdown per topic of the selections made by system and clinicians. The “Only clinicians” column shows the topics that were non-severe problems yet were included by clinicians, the “Only system” column shows the problems that were severe yet were excluded by clinicians, and the “Both” column shows topics that were included by both. On average, we find that 7.3% of selected topics were non-severe problems yet were included by clinicians, and 20.7% were severe problems yet were excluded by clinicians. Thus, for the full selections, our approach corresponds 72.0% of the time with the clinicians, but as we saw in Table 1, this percentage is higher (94%) for the first three results.

### 7.3. Patients and advice relevance

For our second experiment, we evaluated to what extent the advice units selected by Wegweis for a patient were considered relevant by that patient. In this experiment, we let patients fill out a MANSA questionnaire and had them evaluate the advice selected by the system, based on those questionnaire answers. We performed this particular experiment for two reasons. First, this experiment allows us to evaluate the effect, with respect to patient satisfaction, of limiting the number of selected advice units by applying a severity threshold. We evaluated this effect by presenting the patients with all the applicable advice units, letting them make their own selection of relevant advice, and then comparing that selection to the selection of the system after applying the severity threshold. Second, this experiment evaluated our advice selection and the ranking algorithms that were explained in Section 6. These algorithms are used because the connection between questionnaire items and advice units is not necessarily direct but can be inferred through the problem ontology. Thus, the advice selection for a patient can, for instance, contain very generic advice for very specific problems. Therefore, the assumption to be tested is that the overall selection of advice is still deemed relevant by the patient.

In this experiment, the ground truth is the opinion of the patient who filled out the questionnaire, and the results are averaged over all patients. For this experiment, we asked 13 patients (for information on the selection procedure for patients, we refer to our usability study [29]) to fill out the MANSA questionnaire. These filled-out questionnaires were then processed by Wegweis to calculate the full set of applicable advice units (i.e., without thresholding) for each patient. The patients were then asked to select from their set.

**Table 1** Comparing the system (with thresholding) to the opinion of the clinicians.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>n</th>
<th>Precision @ n</th>
<th>Recall @ n</th>
<th>F-measure @ n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.983</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.957</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.943</td>
<td>0.944</td>
<td>0.944</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2** A breakdown per topic for n = ∞, comparing the system (with thresholding) to the opinion of the clinicians.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Only clinicians</th>
<th>Only system</th>
<th>Both</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>0.0% (0)</td>
<td>66.7% (12)</td>
<td>33.3% (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical health</td>
<td>0.0% (0)</td>
<td>38.5% (5)</td>
<td>61.5% (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily activities</td>
<td>30.8% (4)</td>
<td>7.7% (1)</td>
<td>61.5% (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life</td>
<td>8.3% (1)</td>
<td>25.0% (3)</td>
<td>66.7% (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>18.8% (3)</td>
<td>12.5% (2)</td>
<td>68.8% (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finances</td>
<td>0.0% (0)</td>
<td>28.6% (4)</td>
<td>71.4% (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing</td>
<td>5.3% (1)</td>
<td>10.5% (2)</td>
<td>84.2% (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychic health</td>
<td>11.8% (2)</td>
<td>0.0% (0)</td>
<td>88.2% (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationships</td>
<td>0.0% (0)</td>
<td>7.7% (2)</td>
<td>92.3% (24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accused of crime</td>
<td>0.0% (0)</td>
<td>0.0% (0)</td>
<td>100.0% (2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
those advice units that they considered relevant to their personal situation and to list them in order of relevance. We told the patients to evaluate the relevance of the topics of the advice units (i.e., the advice titles) and not the relevance of the advice contents. The advice contents were not evaluated in this paper, because they were independent of our approach for inferring, selecting, and ranking advice.

The results of comparing the selections of the patients to the selections of the system (both with and without thresholding) are shown in Table 3. This table shows measurements of precision, recall, and F-measure for n = 1, 2, 3, ∞. The thresholding used for the bottom half of the table is the same thresholding we used in our first experiment, that is, it implies that the system will ignore non-severe problems. The perfect (1.000) values for recall in the top half of Table 3 are explained by the fact that the system does not omit any advice unless a threshold is used.

In Table 3, we find that for increasing values of n, the measurements do not show a steady decrease but show fluctuation. This fluctuation is due to the fact that the measurements for different values of n are based on different amounts of samples, because some samples have one or two relevant advice units. For example, when the number of relevant advice units for a sample according to the system (or the patient) is two, then this sample will be included in the average for n = 2 but not in the average for n = 3. Despite these fluctuations, we can derive that, for our advice system based on severities, on average two of the three advice units on the first page of advice are considered relevant by the patient (0.702 precision at n = 3).

Table 3 also shows that applying a severity threshold results in a higher F-measure when comparing all relevant advice. The rows with n = ∞ in Table 3 correspond to the standard definitions for precision, recall, and F-measure. These rows show that the precision increases when applying a severity threshold. More specifically, when applying a threshold, 57.4% of the advice given is considered relevant by patients, up from 36.1%. This increase in precision comes coupled with a decrease in recall from 100% to 75.6%, which indicates that only 75.6% of the advice units considered relevant by the patients link to severe problems. However, the combined effect of thresholding remains positive. This effect is shown by the increase of F-measure (from 0.530 to 0.653). These findings suggest that, according to the patients, the use of the severity threshold improves the quality of the advice returned by the system. A breakdown into individual advice topics was omitted from this paper, since it did not identify any significant trends.

The values of Table 3 are relatively low, which indicates that, for patients, the problem severity is not the only criterion for determining the relevance of an advice unit. For example, in our experiment, there were multiple patients with severe problems who marked only non-severe advice units as relevant. In a dismissed alternative approach, we applied global relevance learning to identify popular advice units for patients. However, we found that global relevancies did not improve the results. This outcome suggests that the relevant advice selection of patients is highly patient-specific.

We performed a second run of the experiment by inviting another 14 patients to use and evaluate our system, to comment on its utility, and to report any abnormalities. Their responses were consistent with our earlier observations. Eight patients responded to our invitation, five of whom had severe problems. For these five patients, of the first three advice units selected by the system with thresholding, 46.7% was found relevant. A possible explanation as to why this number is lower is because, for this run, we used questionnaire data from the most recent assessment of the patients, which was outdated in some cases. For example, one patient remarked that the advice addressed problems that he had reported six months earlier but which had been resolved since then, and thus the associated advice was no longer relevant. In a typical setting, where Wegweis is used as soon as the assessment results are in, the relevance is likely to be higher.

8. Discussion

Prior studies have noted the importance of ethical imperatives such as shared decision making[7]. Shared decision making requires the sharing of medical information between patient and clinician. In the current treatment of schizophrenia patients, the clinician decides which information is shared. We believe that information sharing and shared decision making as a whole can be facilitated by automated ways of interpreting and explaining medical data in forms that are accessible and understandable for patients.

The results of our current study show that for the task of identifying the most important problems from a filled-out MANSAs questionnaire, an approach based on problem severities can be an adequate approximation of the way clinicians prioritize information for a patient. For the three most important problems, our approach corresponded to the opinion of clinicians in 94% of tested cases, and for all problems, our approach corresponded in 72%. The differences appear to be restricted to a subset of the topics. For example, in Table 2, we find that frequently occurring problems such as housing, psychic health, and relationships were identified by the system and clinicians roughly equally often. However, sexual problems, finances, and physical health are issues that clinicians sometimes choose to omit, even when these problems are severe. In contrast, clinicians sometimes discuss daily activities without these being a severe problem. The possible bias for this topic was explained by one of the clinicians, who remarked that when there is nothing else to discuss, they would ask the patient what their plans were for the upcoming week, which is a discussion topic that would be classified under daily activities in our experiments. Another clinician remarked that they would ask the patient if they had any other problems or topics that they wanted to discuss. While not modeled in the results, this interaction roughly equates to the search function on the Wegweis website.

However, we found that patients do not prioritize information in the same way as clinicians do (i.e., using only problem severities). While problem severities have some significance for patients, patients, in their relevance selections, may consider other factors which are unknown to us. In spite of this fact, our experiments show that patients still consider most advice given by the system to be relevant and perceive a quality improvement when a severity threshold is used. The fact that the severity threshold had a positive effect was explained during our feedback sessions by patients, who stated that they did not appreciate being given advice for problems where they had answered 6 = “Pleased” instead of 7 = “Couldn’t be better.” Our experiments also tested the use of the problem ontology to infer generic advice for specific problems, since 5 of the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>n</th>
<th>Precision @ n</th>
<th>Recall @ n</th>
<th>F-Measure @ n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Without thresholding</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.652</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.617</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.665</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>∞</td>
<td>0.361</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With thresholding</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.602</td>
<td>0.846</td>
<td>0.737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.643</td>
<td>0.808</td>
<td>0.716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.702</td>
<td>0.815</td>
<td>0.754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>∞</td>
<td>0.574</td>
<td>0.756</td>
<td>0.653</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
16 MANS A items had no directly associated advice in the problem ontology at the time of testing. Inferring advice through the ontology did not lead to any logically unexpected advice, according to the patients. Feedback from patients concerning the relevance of advice was related mostly to the contents of the advice rather than to the reason that the advice was given. For example, one patient noted that he talked about physical problems with his physician and not his psychiatrist. The results of this study are consistent with those of other studies that demonstrated the utility of self-management applications in healthcare [15]. Furthermore, our experiments have not yielded any evidence to support the traditional belief that there is danger in giving schizophrenia patients direct access to their medical information. On the contrary, our experiments are consistent with the more recent belief that patients benefit from shared decision making [5]. The results need to be interpreted with caution as they are based on small sample sizes. Moreover, our approach only applies for samples that have at least one severe problem, otherwise no advice is shown. Furthermore, the experiment with clinicians is not an entirely accurate scenario in some cases, since in practice clinicians will take the patient history into account when giving advice. Whether or not this would shift the results significantly and whether the patient would benefit more from biased or unbiased advice are topics of debate.

Our findings suggest that an approach based on problem severities is adequate for identifying important problem areas from schizophrenia-related questionnaires, and that such an approach can be considered helpful and relevant by patients in selecting and ranking advice. These findings have important implications for the development of systems that automate the translation and interpretation of assessment results for patients with chronic illnesses. If such systems can be shown to work for schizophrenia patients, who impose numerous restrictions on the user interface, then these systems are likely to work for patients with other chronic illnesses too. In those branches of healthcare, this paves the way for automated solutions that support the sharing of information between patient and clinician as an integral part of shared decision making.

The present results are significant because they demonstrate the efficacy of an intuitive way to prioritize information in the same way as a clinician would. However, our approach does not explain the relevance selection of the patients very well, leaving room for improvement.

9. Conclusions and future work

We have presented the development, the design, the testing, and the evaluation of Wegweis, a patient-centered web application driven by an ontology-based approach that uses ROM assessment results to select and rank advice for schizophrenia patients. The system has minimal impact on the way clinicians work, because it integrates with an existing questionnaire manager. Adding support for a questionnaire in Wegweis is simplified by the fact that questionnaires are decoupled from advice by virtue of the problem ontology. Background knowledge, embedded in the structure of the ontology, is used to infer advice when no exact match is found, which adds to the robustness of the system.

The study set out to determine whether a fully automated explanation and interpretation of ROM assessment results for schizophrenia patients that prioritizes the information in the same way that a clinician would be possible, and whether it would be considered helpful and relevant by patients. The evidence from this study suggests that such an automated explanation and interpretation is indeed possible and considered relevant by patients, and thus can be a helpful addition in improving patient care. The improvement is due to two reasons. First, an automated explanation and interpretation of assessment results empowers the patient because it allows patients to prepare for discussing their treatment plan without requiring any help. Second, where clinicians may forget to mention or choose to ignore certain alternatives, an automated approach presents the patient with all the options it knows about and leaves the decision up to the patient. We conclude that a system such as Wegweis can work as a useful adjunct to the care of schizophrenia patients in the form of a second perspective: unbiased advice that is ordered in a way that has high similarity to what a clinician would discuss, given the same questionnaire data.

The approach we used for selecting and ranking advice can be used to enhance self-management websites for other chronic illnesses as well. Since all domain knowledge is stored in the ontology, the approach lends itself to providing personalized advice in other areas of healthcare.

Finally, a number of important limitations need to be considered. First, an advice system relies heavily on the domain-specific problem ontology and on the advice contents. Moreover, its performance is very dependent on the specific questionnaires. Thus, porting the approach to other areas of healthcare would not be a trivial task. A new ontology would have to be built, based on disease-specific questionnaires and terms, and a new body of advice contents would have to be collected and validated by experts. Second, the main weakness of our study was the small number of patients who evaluated the advice selections of our system, and those results may therefore not be transferable to schizophrenia patients in general.

Our research has raised many questions in need of further investigation. More experiments are needed to determine how questionnaires other than the MANS A would score in the experiments. Another issue worth investigating is the extent to which clinicians take the patient history into account when identifying important problems, and how this can be modeled. Another undressed question is how to make the advice rankings match the patient opinions more closely. An approach that takes previous assessments into account may help to construct a more complete image of a patient and would allow for reasoning over changes in the condition of a patient over time. While we are aware that some work has been started in this area [22], we believe that these efforts could benefit from an ontology-based approach.
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